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Abstract: The introduction of 64 bit address spaces in commodity operating systems
and the constant drop in hardware prices make large capacities of main memory in the
order of terabytes possible. Storing the entire ERP data of large companies in main
memory becomes technically feasible and economically viable. Especially column-
oriented in-memory databases are a promising platform for enterprise applications to
run even complex reports in merely seconds. Response-times in the order of seconds
mean that we can use enterprise applications in completely new ways, for example,
on mobile devices. In this paper, we demonstrate how mobile applications backed
by in-memory data management can support mobile workers. We illustrate this with
xSellerate, a running prototype of an application that supports sales representatives
with real-time product recommendations and availability checks during customer di-
alogs. This way, organizations can leverage their operational data to support their sales
force in the field and thus, achieve a competitive advantage over rival companies.

1 Introduction

With an increased address space in commodity operating systems, as well as dropping

prices for memory, servers with large capacities of main memory become available at a

competitive price. Combined with increased computing power due to multicore CPUs,

this change enables to store and process entire data sets of even the largest companies in

main memory and opens the way for in-memory data management in enterprise comput-

ing.

Especially column-oriented in-memory databases have the potential to boost the perfor-

mance of data-intensive enterprise applications by orders of magnitude and reach sub-

second response time for most analytical queries. First installations in large companies

demonstrated a reduction of particularly long running queries from several hours on tra-

ditional row-oriented and disk-based databases down to merely seconds [PZ11]. This

increase in performance has the potential to run analytical queries on the latest operational

data, while simultaneously processing the transactional load on a single database system,
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making analytics in real-time become true. This so-called real-time business promises

significant cost reductions and revenue gains for companies: As analyzed in [Eco11],

companies that have implemented real-time business techniques and were able to estimate

revenue impact reported revenue gains of over 20%, and cost reduction of nearly 20%.

Future gains are expected to reach even higher revenue increases of up to 28%.

Beyond the speed-up of existing applications, this step change in database performance

based on in-memory data management has the potential to enable applications in com-

pletely new ways, such as analyzing enterprise data from mobile devices. Working with

these devices is expected to be even more common in the future: According to a study by

IDC, 1.19 billion workers worldwide will be using mobile technology in 2013, account-

ing for 34.9% of the total workforce [IDC11]. Providing these mobile workers with the

information they need in their current context of work will allow them to deliver a distinc-

tive experience to their customers. We demonstrate this potential based on a scenario we

developed in cooperation with construction tools producer HILTI. Sales representatives at

the construction site of customers can query the availability of products in real-time to tell

their customers instantly when a product will be available. In addition, our application

xSellerate supports the sales representative with product recommendations based on his-

toric sales information. With the help of this information, the sales representative can offer

related products more targeted to the customer.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of

column-oriented in-memory databases. In Section 3, we motivate the access of enterprise

data from mobile devices and demonstrate the benefits with xSellerate, a mobile applica-

tion in customer dialogs in Section 4. Section 5 closes the paper with some concluding

remarks.

2 Column-oriented In-Memory Databases

This section describes the system model of the relational in-memory database on which

xSellerate is based on.

An In-Memory Database (IMDB) is a database system where the primary persistence re-

sides entirely in the main memory [GMS92]. The application prototype described in this

paper is based on a column-oriented in-memory database, following the system model

described in [PZ11]. All columns are stored dictionary-compressed to utilize memory ef-

ficiently. While column-orientation typically favors read-mostly analytical workloads, up-

dating and inserting data into dictionary-compressed column structures is challenging. To

achieve high read and write performance, a common concept in column-oriented databases

is to split the data store in two parts [SAB+05, BZN05]: a read optimized main partition

and a write optimized differential store.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture, which is described in more detail in [PZ11]

and [Pla11]. The database system is designed to run on a cluster of blades to allow scale-

out. An interface service keeps track of client sessions and the distribution layer coor-

dinates the working nodes that hold the actual data in main memory. The tasks of the

distribution layer are distributing queries, metadata synchronization, as well as managing
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of the underlying in-memory database [PZ11]

global transactions.

Each node that holds primary data consists of a main store, a differential store, and a collec-

tion of indexes. The read optimized main store operates on a sorted dictionary, whereas the

write-optimized store appends new values to its dictionary, without sorting the dictionary

each time. Each column illustrated in Figure 1 is stored physically as a dictionary vec-

tor holding the mappings of values to value IDs and an attribute vector holding the value

IDs corresponding to the values of the stored records. If attributes of several columns are

accessed mostly together, we can store these columns together to leverage data locality

for fast read access. Indexes can be defined to further reduce access time. As enterprise

applications access data mostly in terms of business objects, a special index called object

data guide is provided, which is a join index for querying the tree-shaped data of business

objects [PZ11].

To achieve durability in case of a system failure, the in-memory database writes log infor-

mation to persistent memory. This log information is used to recover the latest consistent

state in-memory in case of a failure and thus guarantees durability. Furthermore, historic

data that is not accessed frequently anymore, so-called passive data, can also be shifted to

non-volatile memory and loaded if needed.
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3 A Case for Mobile Applications with In-Memory Database Back-

end

Reducing the query response time of even complex analytical queries to seconds opens

the way of providing mobile workers with ad-hoc information targeted to their current

context. In discussions with several companies, we have identified use cases for mobile

applications, ranging from negotiations with business partners to supporting sales repre-

sentatives during customer dialogs. In these situations, the right information can make the

difference of a better informed decision or a better customer experience, and thus a com-

petitive advantage for a company that can provide this information to its mobile workers.

For customer dialogs, all fixed information, such as customer history or the product port-

folio can be provided up front. However, not all required information can be anticipated

prior to a meeting and some information might also be out of date if it is pre-compiled.

An example for outdated information is the current stock level to determine whether a

customer order can be delivered at a given date. With mobile frontends for applications

that are based on in-memory databases, we can compute queries on the fly. This enables

mobile workers to specify the information they actually need in their context of work and

prevents the application to show potentially outdated information. Hence, we see a huge

potential in mobile applications that allow accessing a company’s data in an ad-hoc man-

ner from mobile devices.

Response time is an important factor for the acceptance of a mobile application. However,

further factors such as the user interface or the context of use as described in [SW03, PD11]

heavily influence the adoption of mobile applications. Especially the user interface needs

to be designed in a way that users can quickly define the information they require in the

current situation. Furthermore, the results need to be presented in a way that considers

form factors such as the smaller screen. Complex results need to be presented in an aggre-

gated form with the possibility of further drilling down if detailed information is required.

In the following Section we describe xSellerate, an application that supports sales repre-

sentatives in customer dialogs.

4 Case Study xSellerate: Product Recommendations in Real-Time

In this section, we give an overview of xSellerate, an application that supports a sales

representative in a customer dialog. The scenario is based on discussions we had with our

project partner HILTI, a Liechtenstein based company selling top-quality products for pro-

fessional customers in the construction and building maintenance industries. We first give

an overview of the scenario in which a mobile application can support the sales represen-

tative while visiting a construction site. We then present an overview of the prototypical

implementation in detail and focus on the use of in-memory technology to realize this

scenario.
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4.1 Real-Time Information in Customer Dialogs

While speaking to our project partner HILTI, we have learned that a well-informed sales

representative is key to a successful customer dialog. Good knowledge of the construction

industry in general and the customer in specific is required to understand the challenges

a customer faces; furthermore, a good knowledge of the product portfolio is necessary

to offer correct products and parts. This information is rather static and can be gathered

in preparation of an interview. In most cases the sales representative knows the type of

construction for which the customer needs support in advance and can prepare a list of po-

tential products to offer up front. However, the exact requirements, as well as the quantity

are often not known in advance. Therefore, product offerings during the customer dialog

need to be adapted to the specific needs of a customer. Once a customer decides to place

an order, the sales rep needs to check whether the products are available at the requested

time, which is typically a process that happens after the customer interaction, potentially

leading to an additional iteration with the customer.

We prototypically implemented a mobile application to support a sales representative in

such a customer dialog. On the one hand, the application provides the information whether

a product is available at a specific time. Furthermore, it supports the sales rep in rec-

ommending further products. Once the customer has chosen a product, the application

generates a list of further products that have been bought by comparable customers that

bought the same product. To make these product recommendations more meaningful for

the specific customer, the sales rep has the possibility to adjust the list of comparable cus-

tomers by specifying the industry, as well as the region. These two characteristics have

been implemented in our prototype, but any other characteristic of an order, such as the

total order volume or the size of the customer, are conceivable parameters to be considered

when selecting meaningful product recommendations.

In the following, we give an overview of the prototypical application. We focus on the

description of the product recommendations; the underlying concepts of the product avail-

ability check have been presented in [TMK+11].

4.2 The xSellerate Prototype

We describe our Prototype xSellerate in this Section. We first give an overview of the

features of xSellerate and then describe the architecture and the underlying data model,

focusing on the application of in-memory technology.

4.2.1 The Frontend of xSellerate

The frontend of xSellerate is implemented on Apple’s iPad device, so that a sales rep can

easily take it to its customer interviews. Figure 2 shows the user interface of the xSellerate

frontend. Figure 2(a) demonstrates the availability check: for a given product, the sales

rep can determine if a product can be delivered at an expected delivery date in the required

quantity. Furthermore this view shows a number of potential product recommendations
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(a) Selecting the leading product (b) Product Proposal Dashboard with Filters

Figure 2: The xSellerate user interface

in the Cross Selling Overview in the bottom right. To further narrow down the prod-

uct recommendations, the sales rep can limit the number of proposals and filter the data

by region and industry in the Cross Selling Dashboard shown in Figure 2(b). The prod-

ucts are ranked based on the strength of the association between the product chosen by

the customer and the recommended product, as described in the next section. Operating

on 40 million records, or 45 gigabytes of raw data, our prototype calculates the prod-

uct recommendations on the fly in sub-second response time, including time for network

transmission.

4.2.2 Product Recommendations

In this section, we briefly introduce the basic definitions our product recommendations or

so-called cross-selling is based on.

Given there are association rules of the form A → B describing that customers who

bought a leading product A also bought a dependent product B, then the strength of this

association is rated with reference to the key parameters “Confidence”, “Support”, and

“lift” [BKKN08].

Confidence determines how much an order of product B depends on ordering product A
at the same time. It is defined as the conditional probability of an order of B given that A
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was ordered as well:

confidence(A → B) =
|transactions(A ∩B)|
|transactions(A)|

A product recommendation of product B given that A was already ordered is rated strong

if the association A → B has a high confidence.

Support determines the overall probability that two products A and B have been bought

together. It is defined as:

support(A → B) =
|transactions(A ∩B)|

|transactions|
However, confidence and support together are not sufficient to rate strong associations, as

the relative frequency of the order of B is not taken into account. If the confidence of

A → B is below the probability that B was ordered, we do not have a strong association.

Therefore, a new parameter, called lift, is introduced which exactly addresses this problem.

The lift factor takes the number of total orders that contain the dependent product into

account and is defined as:

lift(A → B) =
support(A → B)

support(A) × support(B)

In case the order of products A and B is independent of each other the lift is equal 1,

otherwise the lift is > 1. However lift alone is also not sufficient: if the support is pretty

low, this means that overall, not many customers have ordered the product, and thus, that

it is a less attractive recommendation.

Hence, we search our historic sales data for associations of product orders that have high

scores in all three parameters, and provide these as recommendations to the sales rep using

xSellerate.

4.2.3 The Architecture of xSellerate

Figure 3 gives an overview of the main components of the xSellerate Prototype. The pri-

mary sales data our application operates on is generated by enterprise applications, such as

an ERP system, and stored in an in-memory database. A web server connects our mobile

frontend to the database. As we calculate the parameters for product recommendations as

described in the previous Section 4.2.2 on the fly, transferring all historic order information

from the database to an application server would be prohibitively expensive. Therefore, we

calculate the product recommendations directly in the database, bringing application logic

closer to the data, which is a key design decision for fast in-memory applications [PZ11].

This leads to a very slim web server that merely establishes a secure communication chan-

nel with the mobile frontend and serves as a mediator between frontend and database.

In our prototypical implementation, we have used the SAP In-Memory Computing En-

gine [SAP11b] running on a 32 core server with 256 gigabyte of main memory as in-

memory database. The web server is based on a slim python framework and the frontend

application is implemented for Apple’s iOS.
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Figure 3: Architecture overview of xSellerate Prototype

4.2.4 In-Memory Data Management of xSellerate

We have adopted the SAP ERP data schema [SAP11a] for the historic sales data that is

analyzed to calculate product recommendations. In total, we have loaded around 40 mil-

lion records of transactional sales, as well as material and customer master data in the

in-memory database, summing up to a total of 45 gigabytes of data volume. Product rec-

ommendations are calculated on the fly, as we face too many combinations of potential

query parameters (products, regions, branches or customers). Furthermore, this leads to a

less complex data schema, as we do not have to store any pre-calculated values in form of

materialized views.

In the following, we illustrate the computation of the key parameters for product recom-

mendations to a given leading product. The calculations of confidence, support, and lift as

described in Section 4.2.2 are directly implemented in SQL and executed in the database

server.

We illustrate the calculation by the example of the support parameter for two products.

Given a customer is interested in a leading product A, we determine all products B that

are included in a relation A → B, meaning that if a past order that included A, also in-

cluded B. Then, the support of the leading product A and the dependent product B is

calculated as follows:

1SELECT e n u m e r a t o r . v a l u e / d e n o m i n a t o r . v a l u e

2FROM

3( SELECT COUNT ( D I S T I N C T l e f t . o r d e r I D ) a s v a l u e

4FROM s a l e s i t e m s l e f t ,

5s a l e s i t e m s r i g h t

6WHERE

7l e f t . o r d e r I D = r i g h t . o r d e r I D

8AND

9l e f t . i t e m I D = l e a d p r o d u c t I D

10AND

11r i g h t . i t e m I D = d e p e n d e n t p r o d u c t I D ) a s

enumera to r ,

12( SELECT COUNT ( ∗ ) a s v a l u e FROM s a l e s h e a d e r s ) a s

d e n o m i n a t o r ;
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In an SAP ERP data schema, the order transactions are stored in a table with all the rele-

vant order information and the ordered items are stored in a separate item table that holds

an order ID as foreign key to the header table. In the SQL query above, we call these two

tables sales headers and sales items. To calculate all orders that contain the leading

and dependent product, we count all distinct order IDs in the sale items table that con-

tain both, the leading and the dependent product. To calculate the number of all orders, we

count the number of records in the sales headers table.

The calculation of the support parameter requires a self join of the sales items table,

which holds 33 millions records in our scenario. Narrowing down the result set by spec-

ifying the region and the industry further increases this complexity, as we create a view

containing a join of sales headers, sales items and the customer to obtain a table con-

taining all completed transactions, filtered by region and industry. We have shown this

simplified query for the purpose of illustration; note that the actual implementation in our

prototype calculates confidence, support and lift for one leading product and all its depen-

dent products in one single query.

As discussed in Section 3, long response times for these analytical queries are not ac-

ceptable in a mobile context. In our prototype, the SAP In-Memory Computing Engine

returned all product proposals under a second, scanning more than 45 gigabytes of table

data; this makes xSellerate a great use case for in-memory data management

In traditional ERP installations finding product recommendations is implemented with as-

sociation rules which can be configured by the user. The calculation is then implemented

as a long running batch job and the results are stored in materialized views, which require

additional memory and lead to a more complex data schema. These batch jobs and the

materialized view are not required in our proposed application architecture

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented xSellerate, a mobile application that supports sales repre-

sentatives with real-time information in customer dialogs. The key technology to provide

the information such as availability checks and product recommendations with response-

time in the order of merely seconds is an in-memory database in the backend. Although we

have not verified the added value to sales representatives in the field, we have demonstrated

the technical feasibility of mobile applications that analyze a company’s operational data

in real-time. As the amount of mobile workers steadily grows, we see a huge potential

for such mobile applications as they allow companies to leverage their enterprise data in

completely new ways.
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